The paper seeks to develop an Actor-Network Theory perspective on the relationship between organisation and literature by focusing on the Harry Potter phenomenon. The latter is seen as an example of how contemporary popular literature does not stop at itself, but rather supersedes itself by spinning its own truly impressive organisational actor-network. This industrious industrial entanglement challenges what may be called the "disembodied" conceptualisation of literature -the conceptualisation that is centred on the contents of works of fiction alone. When the contents of the literary texts are decentred in that they are taken as but one (however important) actor of the actor-world that comes to be known by their name, other actors become more visible that help to conceptualise Harry Potter as an organisational, as much as a literary, phenomenon.
peers into their minds to determine what sorts of a person they are and in which of the four school houses they should therefore belong. Before this takes place, the Hat sings a song that effectively lists its criteria for the normalisation of students: i.e. the criteria for differentiation, hierarchization, homogenisation and exclusion (Foucault 1977) The Sorting Hat, one could say, embodies technologies of production (it permits to (re)produce and manipulate the houses), technologies of sign systems (it partially establishes a meaning of what it is to be in each particular house), technologies of power (since the minds of the students are completely transparent to the Hat, it can objectify each individual student and normalise by classifying them as belonging to a particular house), and, of course, technologies of the self (by matching a student with a house the Hat begins the process of constructing the students in respect of what they
are and of what they should become, and it also begins to construct their relationships with the rest of the school -both within and without their own houses).
The Sorting Hat, of course, only starts the disciplinary work performed on new Hogwarts students. Once they are sorted into houses, the students remain in them and are socialised into their distinct norms and values. A strong association between students and houses is achieved by linking students" individual performances and behaviours to the group performances of their houses through a system of house points. As the houses are also in competition with each other, they become a means of generating peer-based responsibility and pressure. In the words of Professor
McGonagall spoken to the new students: "While you are at Hogwarts, your triumphs will earn your house points, while any rule-breaking will loose house points. At the end of the year, the house with the most points is awarded the House Cup, a great honour. I hope each of you will be a credit to whichever house becomes yours" (Rowling 1997: 85-86 ).
This peer-based pressure to behave and perform is boosted by the age and responsibility hierarchy into which the students are organised (in a manner that mirrors that of a traditional British boarding school) -going from, at the lower end of the scale, the 'ickle firsties" and up to Prefects, Head Boy and Head Girl, who can award and take away house points from other students. This complements the (equally traditional) hierarchy of teachers, with the Headmaster, Deputy Headmaster and Heads of Houses presiding over the disciplinary action. A lot of the time the latter concerns the enforcement of school rules, which have a strong presence in Rowling"s description of Hogwarts. Lessons are run according to timetables, being late for classes is an offence (not even a changing staircase provides a reasonable excuse), students are not allowed to walk around the school at night, banned from the Forbidden Forest and from certain parts of the school, and prohibited from doing magic outside the school premises or in the corridors during the breaks.
Yet the rules are there to be broken as well as kept. Most of the adventures in Rowling"s books are based on rule breaking -yet not the "irresponsible" kind that comes from resisting organisational control. Harry"s and friends" disregard for rules does not arise from the necessity to survive organisational oppression or alienation.
Instead, it is the type of rule breaking that comes from the values placed on the entrepreneurial self, on the rhetorics of self-actualisation and empowerment that form part of the organisational agenda to "govern the souls" of its members (Miller & Rose 1990 ; Rose 1991); for Hogwarts is first and foremost a factory of the self. Although many of the school"s rules have roots in ancient traditions forged as part of its centuries-long history, headmaster Dumbledore -a benevolent, wise and strongly charismatic figure -seems fully aware that being a good wizard or witch means more than being a rule-obedient and diligent student, and, unlike many other teachers, he allows students to break school rules in order to achieve higher goals. It is learning this lesson that permits Hermione to fully join Harry and Ron in their adventures.
Hermione starts at Hogwarts by being fanatical about studying, keeping the rules and In contrast to the dark seriousness that characterises Rowling"s translation of the relationship between the organisation of Hogwarts and its staff and students, her vividly articulated portrayal of the wizarding world"s magical consumerism presents shopping as an experience that is more akin to a merry festival of life, in which the characters can seek temporary respite from their lives" dramas. It seems symbolic that Harry"s first journey into the wizarding world comes in the shape of a shopping trip, during which he is taken to Diagon Alley in a secret part of London in order to stock up on everything he would need for his first year at Hogwarts. The Gringotts Bank (his parents, Harry discovers, have left him some wizard"s gold, so he can attend Hogwarts and no longer needs to wear his cousin"s shabby hand-me-downs), the bookshop Flourish and Blotts, Ollivanders (the makers of fine wands since 382 BC, for his wand), the magical pet emporium the Magical Menagerie, and Madam Malkin"s Robes For All Occasions, are just some of the Diagon Alley businesses meticulously described by Rowling. Similarly detailed are her descriptions of the magical industry and consumption beyond the Diagon Alley, including the sweets trolley on Hogwarts Express and the bustling businesses of the village of Hogsmeade (neighbouring Hogwarts), with its shops, inns, cafes and the Honeydukes candy store, which sells a large and copiously depicted range of merchandise. Wherever they are in the magical world, it seems, Harry and his friends cannot escape desiring and consuming. And it is at this point of pervasive consumerism that it becomes particularly difficult to limit the Harry Potter phenomenon purely to the contents of the stories. 
Epilogue
I have tried to offer some insight into the complexity of the relationship between organisation and works of fiction. The purpose of travelling two very partial, fragmented and incomplete simulations of organisational actor-world of Harry Potter was to demonstrate that it is difficult to reduce the nature of that relationship to any single normalisation. The lines of demarcation drawn by attempts at such settlements merely add to the lines that had been drawn before. They in turn become subject to normalisation. New texts merely co-construct the network -they cannot escape their dependency on other texts they translate -whether the initial purpose of translation was to support or reject them -and neither can they make their version of translation final.
The purpose of travelling the second simulation in particular was to trace some of the heterogeneous network construction at the level where the Harry Potter stories are decentred though still active as obligatory passage points. From this perspective it becomes especially obvious that the process of the mutual reproduction of the factual and the fictional is not an exchange relationship between "the two solitudes" of organisation and literature (Phillips 1995), but rather an ongoing transmutation that accompanies the addition of heterogeneous connections into a web of partial translation that involves both the literary and the organisational. The global span of contemporary literary phenomena is at once a global span of organisational links -the links that are not fixed, but rather are made and disappear as opportunity or necessity arises. The Harry Potter phenomenon, in particular, is still very much an actor-world-
